Global Impact

A Constant State
of Evolution
An Interview with Rudolf J. Tauscher,
Area Vice President, Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group
and General Manager, Mandarin Oriental, New York
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the impact of the global economic crisis and,
the local community is critical to asiate’s sucas a result, took precautions, implemented cess. over the years, we’ve been successful in
very tactical initiatives to tap into new sources cultivating a loyal asiate following from the local
of business, and prepared for the worst while community by consistently providing ﬁve-star serhoping for the best. i don’t have a crystal ball vice, an exceptionally beautiful space, and a top
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How important is a
high-level spa offering for
a luxury hotel today and would you provide
an overview of your spa facilities?
the luxury spa is now an expected component for any luxury hotel. mandarin oriental hotel
group has beneﬁtted from their foresight into cultivating a luxury spa brand ahead of the competition. it is now our challenge to make sure we stay
ahead of the curve by continuing to offer the most
innovative treatments and products in the industry
with the best trained, most talented therapists. our
spa at mandarin oriental, new york is small comparatively speaking – just seven treatment rooms in
14,500 square feet. but we use this intimate size to
our advantage by offering unsurpassed, customized
service and privacy, which is greatly valued by our
vip and celebrity guests. our plan for the future is
to expand the spa so that we can offer a broader
range of services to our guests, but our philosophy
will remain the same with an emphasis on customized service and wellness. many spas today are surrendering to the ease and cost efﬁciencies of “quick
ﬁx” express treatments, but we are maintaining our
own unique direction by continuing to offer the gift
of quality time.
In your regional role, you also oversee
the Mandarin Oriental, Boston property. How
has it been received in the market and would
you provide an overview of the property?
after only two years in operation, mandarin
oriental, boston has already achieved aaa Five
diamond status and is well positioned in the local, national, and international markets. there is
more to be done, but the property is on its way
to continued and increasing success.
How do you balance the financial pressures in leading a property as a general manager today with the hospitality side of the job?
i see myself as a “corporate entrepreneur”
and i manage the business as if it were my
own. mandarin oriental hotel group has been
really good to me and i am very thankful. For
the past nine years with the company, i have
made it my mission to deliver and, whenever
possible, to go above and beyond expectation – and our company respects this hotel as
a result.
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Amethyst Crystal Steam Room (left); Presidential Suite Bathroom
(center); Asiate Restaurant (right)
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